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1. Introduction 

Massive interest in the use of green energy resources (GER) has been sparked by the rise in 

demand, rising costs of fossil fuels, and concern about environmental issues. Because it is so readily 

available, solar energy is one of them [1], [2]. It appears encouraging that solar energy power will 

expand from 227 GW in 2015 to 1362 GW by 2030 [38], [39]. 
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 Solar Power is one of the significant prevalent forms of clean energy due 

to its perceived to be pollution-free and easily accessible. The market for 

renewable energy was established by the rapid development in electrical 

energy consumption and the diminution of conventional energy resources 

(CER). Under varying weather condition extracted energy from solar 

system is not constant and maximum. This study suggests the applicability 

of machine learning algorithm (MLA) in Peak power point tracking (P3T) 

methods to maximize power of a PV arrangement under varying weather 

conditions. Machine learning methods optimize peak power point tracking 

in solar photovoltaic systems by bringing agility, data-driven decision-

making, and increased accuracy. MLAs improve the overall efficiency, 

stability, and dependability of these systems by handling the 

unpredictability of solar energy production under varying weather 

circumstances and PSCs Because MLAs are able to learn and adjust to 

non-linear relationships between solar intensity and PVS output. In this 

study, the squared multiple squared exponential Gaussian process 

regression method SGPRA tested in three rapidly varying ecological 

conditions. The performance of ML-P3T methods is validated using 

Matlab/Simulink, and the simulation outcome are compared with one of 

the most used algorithms, the variable step size incremental conductance 

algorithm (VINA). The Matlab/Simulink findings show that SGPRA 

operates significantly better under varying weather circumstances, 

harnessing more peak power efficiency > 90%, shorter tracking time 0.13 

sec, a mean error of 0.042, and superior stability. 
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Despite the advantages that a PV system (PVS) can provide, PVS has certain drawbacks; 

including a high installation cost, poor energy conversion efficiency, and unpredictable power output 

due to a reliance on constantly shifting climatic circumstances [3], [25]. The most commercial solar 

panels' efficiency falling between 15% and 22%, a sizable amount of sunshine does not get converted 

into electrical power. When a solar panel is partially shaded, either the system as a whole or specific 

sections of it are, resulting in uneven lighting. This may occur as a result of adjacent structures, trees, 

or even cloud cover. In addition to low ouput power PSCs also responsible for mismatch in power 

loses. There are several peaks on the P-V characteristics (PVC) curve under Partial shading conditions 

(PSCs) [31], including a number of local minima and one GP (Global Peak). As a result, some MxPP 

algorithms must be created that can haul out the utmost amount of power from PVS and transmit it to 

the load while operating in a variety of environmental conditions [4]. However, under PSCs, several 

MxPPT strategies were unable to follow GMxPP. As a result, the PVS experienced power losses and 

operated with low efficiency [4]-[6]. 

Various approaches to tracking maximum power have been presented, as seen in the literature. 

Swarm optimization algorithms, artificial intelligence algorithms, and conventional algorithms can all 

be used to classify these techniques [1], [6], [7], [26]. Hill climbing (HCA), perturb and observe 

(PnOA), incremental conductance (ICA), open circuit voltage [8], [9], [23], short circuit current 

method [23], are all straightforward techniques that work well in stable weather conditions.  The 

P&OA exhibit the swinging around the topmost point which is overawed by INCA however, under 

NUW conditions but INCA is unable to track the MxPP. The author suggests a fixed voltage [7]-[9], 

open circuit voltage [9], and short circuit current method [8], but they are all offline methods and 

unrealistic methods because they call for constant solar radiation and temperature. 

 AI-based strategies like ANN [1], [32], FLC [10], and ANFIS [12] are utilized to get beyond the 

limitations of classical algorithms. Although they require a significant internal storage area, ANN-

based approaches [1], [32] have the advantage of monitoring the GMxPP under PSC. A unique FLC-

MxPPT has been proposed that does not require a mathematical model of the PVS but rather a 

professional with knowledge of the fuzzification process [10]. N. Priyadarshi, et al. [11] employed 

ANFIS to take advantage of FLC and ANN advantages.  

Researchers have employed optimization strategies to track the GMxPP under PSC, such as the 

CSA with Golden Search Algorithm [17], PSOA [12], [16], ACO [18], [21], GA [13] but the 

mathematical computational complexity is very high. The efficiency of CSA depends on tuning of 

parameters i. e. population size and probability of finding new nest which is very difficult to decide 

in NUW. In PSOA [12], [16] the inertia weight and acceleration coefficients in PSOA are usually 

static, making it thought-provoking for the algorithm to adjust quickly in NUW. GA comprise 

functions like crossover and mutation, which are computational complex and like CSA this algorithm 

is also parameter sensitive. The MLA [15], [19], [20], [24], [30], [33] is used by the researchers. The 

researcher proposed a multiple linear regression model for forecasting of power under varying weather 

[24]. The model predict the power with less than 6% error as an actual power. A study is published to 

propose the systematic literature review of Deep learning in solar power tracking [27]. These 

techniques give good convergence speed and tracking efficiency, but the computational complexity is 

quite high for the suggested algorithms.  

Squared Gaussian Process Regression algorithm (SGPRA), an enhanced ML-MxPPT technique, 

is introduced in this study and correlated with variable step size incremental conductance algorithm 

(VINA) utilizing real-time data under PSC. This study recommended cascading the MxPPT and PID 

controllers (PIDC) to rectify and optimize the large flaws into smaller flaws. Additionally, it increases 

the MxPPT algorithm's precision, which ultimately raises the PV panel's effectiveness. This paper's 

primary contribution is as follows: 

(i) Emphasizing the MxPPT controllers' significance within non uniform weather conditions 

(NUW).  

(ii) Harnessing MxPP for real-time data using SGPRA-MxPPT approaches.  
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(iii) Using a PIDC to lower the inaccuracy and thereby improve MxPPT controller performance.  

(iv) Using SGPRA enhance the tracking rate and tracking efficiency under non uniform weather 

condition (NUW).  

(v) Using SGPRA technique decreases the fluctuation around the MxPP therefore negligible power 

losses. 

The outline of this study is organized as follows: Section II discuss the designing of proposed 

system, segment III explains MLA, flow chart and proposed algorithm under NUW. Section IV 

discuss the simulation result analysis and finally concludes the research paper. 

2. Design and Methodology 

The MSX -60W solar panel data set [40] was utilized by the author to test the squared Guassian 

regression model (SGPRA.The suggested strategy splits the PV panel data set into an 80% and 20% 

ratio randomly. SGPRA is trained on 80% of the data and tested on 20% of the data. Solar insolation 

and temperature are employed as key features to train the model, while ref maximum panel current is 

the desired parameter. “Table 1” shows he MSX-60W solar module's PV model specifications [22]. 

To obtain the equilibrium PVS and load impedances, the Boost Converter is used. In order to 

control the transmission of electricity, the duty cycle (Dc) is used to change its ON/OFF condition 

[25]. The duty ratio, which can be stated as a ratio or percentage, is the percentage of time that an 

electrical device is used. Using Equation (1), Dc is computed where average output and input voltages 

of the converter are represented by Vout and Vin. Equations (2), (3), and (4), used to establish the 

suitable values for inductors and capacitors [35]. Table 2 shows the parameters of designed boost 

converter. 

 𝑉𝑜 =  𝑉𝑖 ÷ (1 − 𝐷𝑐) (1) 

 𝐿 =  
𝐷𝑐 ∗ 𝑉𝑖

𝑓 ∗ 2 ∗ ɗ𝐼𝐿 
 (2) 

 𝐶1 =  
4𝑉𝑖𝐷𝑐

ɗ𝑉𝑖 𝑅𝑖. 𝑓
 (3) 

 𝐶2 =  
2𝑉𝑜 𝐷𝑐

𝑑𝑉𝑜𝑅𝑜𝑓
 (4) 

The suggested network is fully depicted in Fig. 1, which includes the PV panel, MxPPT methods, 

the PID controller [34], the PWM generator, the Boost DC-DC converter, and the 60 Ohms load 

resistor. PID controller, which is the most popular, is utilized to enhance system capabilities like 

steadiness, voltage management, swiftness, and precision [34]. For the tuning of PID controller 

Ziegler-Nichols" approach is used. The parameter of tuned PID controller is given in Table 3. 

3. Supervised Machine Learning Algorithm 

MLA is a subfield of AI that allows a computer algorithm to anticipate events more precisely 

without its exclusively designing to do so. In order to anticipate new response values, MLA use 

chronological data as input. Regression algorithm is a supervised algorithm [36]. Squared Gaussian 

process regression SGPRA is based on the idea of Gaussian processes, which are a set of haphazard 

variables with a mutual Gaussian distribution for any finite number of them. A mean function and a 

covariance function also referred to as a kernel function, describe a Gaussian process [23], [27]-[29]. 

The squared exponential kernel, also acknowledged as the radial basis function, is the covariance 

function used in the squared exponential GPR use (5). 
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 𝑀((𝑥1, 𝑥2), (𝑥1′, 𝑥2′))  =  ¥^2 ∗  𝑒𝑥𝑝(−0.5 ∗  (||𝑥 −  𝑥′||^2 / 𝐿^2)) (5) 

Table 1.  PV module specification of MSX-60W pv module [22] 

 PV module specification Value 

Voc open circuit voltage 21.1volt 

Isc short circuit current in amp 3.8A 

Impp panel maximum current in ampere 3.5A 

Vmpp Panel max output voltage in volt 17.1volt 

Ks (boltzman constant) 1.38×10-23 J/K 

N (series cell) 36 

q (electron charge) 1.6×10-19 coulomb 

n is the constant 1.3 

Isc short circuit current 3.8A 

Tr (reference temperature) 25 °C 

Gr (reference Sun radiation) 1000 watt/m2 

Series Resistor Rx 0.00181 ohm 

Shunt Resistor Ry 400 ohm 

Temperature coefficient of current Ki .003 mA/°C 

Temperature coefficient of voltage Kv -.08 mA/ °C 

Maximum output power 60W 

Table 2.  Parameters of boost converter 

Parameter Value 
Vi (Maximum Panel output voltage) 51.3 volt 

Ro 60 ohm 

L 29 mH 

F (Switching frequency) 25 khz 

dIL (current ripple) 10% of IL 

dVi (voltage ripple) 1% of Vo 

C2 260 microfarad 

C1 34.11 microfarad 

Table 3.  Performance & robustness parameter of PID controller 

Stability Rise Time Overshoot Settling Time Peak Gain margin 
Stable 0.0251sec 4.20% 0.0649 1.01 67.5deg 

 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed block diagram of SGPRA-MxPPT 

Here, (𝑥1, 𝑥2) and (𝑥1′, 𝑥2′) shows the two points input features in space, ¥^2 is the variance, 

||𝑥 −  𝑥′||^2 is the squared Euclidean distance between the points, and 𝐿 is the length scale. Estimate 

the parameters of the covariance function (¥^2 and 𝐿) using techniques like maximum likelihood 
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estimation. To make the predictions for a test input (𝑥1∗, 𝑥2∗) compute the covariance vector among 

the investigation point and the training points: 𝑀_∗  =  [𝑀 ((𝑥1∗, 𝑥2∗), (𝑥1, 𝑥2))] for each training 

point (𝑥1, 𝑥2). Compute the predictive mean (£(𝑥∗)) and predictive variance (¥^2(𝑥∗)) using 

equation (6) and (7) [23], [29]. 

 £ (𝑥∗)  =  𝑀_^𝑇 ∗  (𝑀 +  ¥^2_𝑛 ∗  𝐿)^(−1) ∗  𝑦 (6) 

 ¥^2(𝑥)  =  𝑀(𝑥∗, 𝑥∗)  −  𝑀_^𝑇 ∗  (𝑀 +  ¥^2_𝑛 ∗  𝐿)^(−1) ∗  𝑀_ (7) 

Here, 𝑀 (𝑥∗, 𝑥∗) represents the covariance between the test point and its self. Proposed model's 

efficacy is computed by correlated the anticipated values with the actual target values using 

appropriate evaluation metrics (e.g., MSE, R-squared) for regression tasks [26]-[29]. Fig. 2 displays 

the flow of SGPRA algorithm. 

 

Fig. 2. Flow chart of SGPRA algorithm 

The SGPRA used data set of MSX-60W for training and testing purpose. The Table 4 shows the 

error result during validation and testing duration, Fig 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) shows the plot of response 

of model during training and testing phase and Fig. 4 (a), (b) residual error during training and testing 

phase. The extracted model for the prediction of new value to unknown input parameter is 

trainedModel.predictFcn = @(x) gpPredictFcn(predictorExtractionFcn(x)); 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. SGPRA Response during training (a), testing (b) 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Residual during training (a), testing (b) 

3.1. Proposed MxPPT Algorithm 

Author uses SGPRA model to track MxPP of a PVS using. The proposed MxPPPT algorithms 

steps are given below. Fig. 5 shows the proposed SGPRA-MxPPT algorithm flow chart. 

(i) Measure the panel voltage Vx and current Ix for an incident illumination and temperature value. 

(ii) Calculate the panel instantaneous power Px. 

(iii) Compute the predicted maximum current Irmpp using the SGPRA model for incident radiation 

and temperature. 

(iv) If measured instantaneous current Ix <Irmpp then increase the Ix by adjusting duty duration Dd. 

(v) If measured instantaneous current Ix >Irmpp then decrease the Ix by adjusting duty duration Dd. 

(vi) Continue the process until Irmpp=Ix 

(vii) Calculate Px at when objective achieved and display maximum power of PVS. 

 

Fig. 5. SGPRA-MxPPT Algorithm flow chart 
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Table 4.  SGPRA Result analysis during training and testing phase 

Regression  

constant 
Value Error 

Training Result 

(Validation) 
Error 

Testing  

Result 

Variance 

Mean 

1.00 

0.00 

RMSE 0.016791 RMSE 0.01461 

MSE 0.000281 MSE 0.000213 

MAE 0.013081 MAE 0.0115 

Training Time ------------2.35 sec 

Prediction speed-----------19000obs/sec 

4. Result and Discussion 

A PVS system of MSX -60W 3×1 photo panel connected in series. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) shows the 

PVC of PVS under different solar insolation. When array is subjected to UWC (1000w/m2 solar 

illumination and 25 °C temperature) than average power (Pa) from the array is 179.5 Watt, if panel is 

subjected to NUW1 (1000w/m2 to 800w/m2 to 600 w/m2 at 25 °C) than average power (Pa)is 143Watt 

and under NUW2 (800w/m2 to 600w/m2 to 400 w/m2 at 25 °C) average power is 108 Watt. The 

simulation of model on Matlab/Simulink under UWC, NUW1 and NUW2 as exposed in Fig. 7 is 

performed. The Table 5 shows the result of 3×1 MSX-60W PVS under UWC, NUW1 and NUW2 

without MxPPT controller. In Table 5 No of peak shows the global and minor peak in variable weather 

conditions, Vmp is the maximum voltage at global peak, Imp is maximum current at global peak and 

Pm is the mean power which is the average of total power under the plot. Fig. 8 (a), (b), and (c) 

demonstrate the result analysis under non uniform weather conditions without MxPPT controller. 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. V-I & P-V curve of array under NUW1 (a), NUW2 (b) 

 

Fig. 7. UWC, NUW1 and NUW2 
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Simulation result analysis of PVS without MxPPT under UWC shows one global peak (GP) at 

178.8 watt, NUW1 3 peaks with GP at 126W and in NUW2 3 peaks with GP at 90W. For the same 

operating conditions Simulation run under UWC, NUW1 and NUW2 using SGPRA controller and 

VINA-MxPPT controller. The Fig. 9 (a, b & c) displays the results of SGPRA-MxPPT under UWC, 

NUW1 and NUW2 and Fig. 10 (a, b & c) shows the response of VINA under UWC, NUW1 and 

NUW2. The time required to stable the algorithm under UWC, NUW1 and NUW2 is 0.13s by SGPRA 

and 0.26 s by VINA although fluctuation around the stable value using SGPRA algorithm are 

negligible small as publicized in Fig. 11 a and b. Table 6 shows the response analysis under three 

operating condition for both the MxPPT Controller. 

Table 5.  Response analysis of MSX-60W PVS without MxPPT controller 

Operating 

Condition 
No of Peak 

Maximum 

Voltage (Vmp) 

Maximum 

Current (Imp) 

Max Power 

(Pmp) 

Mean 

Power (Pm) 
UWC 1 51.1 3.50 178.8Watt 83.84W 

NUW1 3 (GP, LP1, LP2) 51.20 2.98 126 Watt 64.61W 

NUW2 3 (GP, LP1, LP2) 51.19 2.25 90 Watt 46.69W 

 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 8. Response under UWC (a), NUW1 (b), NUW2 (c) 

 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =  (𝑃𝑥/𝑃𝑎) ∗ 100 (8) 

The comparative analysis of simulation result SGPRA-MxPPT and VINA-MxPPT in Table 6 

shows that SGPRA controller exhibits improved performance in terms of maximum power, mean 

power and transit time. The means power efficacy of projected controller can be computed by using 

equation (8), where 𝑃𝑎 is the maximum average power of an actual solar panel in UWC, NUW1 and 

NUW2 conditions i. e. 179.5W, 143W and 108W and 𝑃𝑥 is the mean power using MxPPT controllers 
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show in. Fig. 12 shows the mean efficiency of SGPRA-MxPPT, VINA-MxPPT and Fig. 13 shows the 

tracking duration for proposed MxPPT. 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 9. PVS under UWC with SGPRA-MxPPT (a), PVS under NUW1 with SGPRA-MxPPT (b), PVS under 

NUW2 with SGPRA-MxPPT (c) 

  

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 10. PVS under UWC with VINA (a), PVS under NUW1 with VINA (b), PVS under NUW2 with VINA 

(c) 
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The Table 6 shows that mean power 𝑃𝑥 using UWC, NUW1 and NUW2 is more than the mean 

power 𝑃𝑚 without using MxPPT controller. The Table 5 and Table 6 demonstrates that maximum 

tracking power (𝑃𝑚𝑝) and mean power (𝑃𝑥) by using MxPPT controller is more than the without 

MxPPT controller. The SGPRA-MxPPT mean Power 𝑃𝑥 is 179.3W, 143.4W, and 106.6W and VINA 

𝑃𝑥 are 173.7W, 137.6W, and 103.6W. 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. Oscillation for SGPRA-MxPPT (a), Oscillation for VINA-MxPPT (b) 

Table 6.  Comparative analysis of results with SGPRA-MxPPT and VINA-MxPPT 

Environment 

Condition 

MxPPT 

Controller 

Vmax 

(V) 

Imax 

(A) 

Pmax 

(watt) 

Mean  

Power 𝑷𝒙 (watt) 
Time 

Efficiency 

=(𝑷𝒙/

𝑷𝒂)*100 

UWC  

(1000w/m2, 25c) 

SGPRA 

50.9 3.51 179.3 179.3 0.13s 99.86% 

NUW1  

(1000, 800, 00W/m2 25c) 
50.29 2.829 158.8 142.4 0.13s 99.58% 

NUW2  

(800, 600, 400W/m2 25 

c) 

50.29 2.136 143.6 106.6 0.16s 99.02% 

UWC  

(1000w/m2, 25c) 

VINA 

49.92 3.49 178.8 173.7 0.23s 96.74% 

NUWC1 

(1000, 800, 600W/m2 

25c) 

49.78 2.79 105.09 137.6 0.25s 96.21% 

NUWC2 

(800, 600, 400W/m2 25 

c) 

47.32 2.11 71.07 103.2 0.28s 95.31% 

 

  

Fig. 12. Means efficiency of MxPPT controller Fig. 13. Tracking duration of MxPPT controller 
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5. Conclusion 

This research introduces a novel regression machine learning-based MxPPT controller. It 

resolves a number of underlying issues that the bulk of MxPPT algorithms typically have. The primary 

aim of the MxPPT-Controller is to track the utmost power point with the least variation around steady 

state power under varying solar illumination in the shortest amount of time. The following conclusions 

are find out by the authors in presented paper: 

• A New ML-MxPPT controller proposed that shows the mean power approximate equals to Solar 

Panel mean Power. 

• Under different environmental conditions, the suggested MxPPT controller's efficiency in 

MATLAB is greater than 99%, with 0.13 sec tracking time and barely perceptible oscillations 

around stable maximum power. 

• Comparing the SGPRA-MxPPT controller's performance to that of other advanced methods In 

order to prove its superiority, VINA used a 0.26-second tracking duration with a high tracking 

efficiency.  

Author's intended hardware setup in upcoming works and experimental result to prove the 

advantage of MLA in the field of MxPPT under varying environment situation. 
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